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 Int. J. Middle East Stud. 21 (1989), 107-128. Printed in the United States of America

 Alam Payind

 SOVIET-AFGHAN RELATIONS FROM

 COOPERATION TO OCCUPATION

 INTRODUCTION

 In the field of international relations, the 1979 Soviet occupation of Afghanistan
 has raised major issues concerning regional security and superpower relations.
 By introducing Soviet military forces in a traditionally nonaligned country, the
 Kremlin initiated a more aggressive pattern in its foreign policies. This occupa-
 tion was the Soviet Union's first territorial expansion by direct use of military
 power since World War II.
 To justify its occupation of Afghanistan, the Soviets claimed, among other

 things, that they were helping the Afghan state stabilize itself by ridding it of
 "bandits," their term for the Afghan resistance, and CIA-supported mercenaries.
 Leaving aside the questionable sincerity of the Soviet Union's concern for
 Afghanistan, the realities show that Afghans have never been more resolved to
 resist the military occupation of the U.S.S.R.'
 In the United States, partly because of a previous lack of interest and partly be-

 cause of inadequate information about Afghanistan's domestic realities and its
 labyrinthine foreign relations, the news of the Soviet invasion came as a shock to
 most people. Few, including State Department experts, could say how and why it
 occurred. Nor did the experts predict a strong, persistent, and popular resistance
 by Afghans in the face of an intimidating Soviet military force of 120,000 soldiers
 inside Afghanistan, supported by an estimated 30,000 additional troops stationed
 in Soviet Central Asia.2 This lack of proper knowledge about developments in
 Soviet-Afghan relations was reflected in President Carter's remarks when he
 stated, "This action [the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan] of the Soviets has made
 a more dramatic change in my own opinion of what the Soviets' ultimate goals
 are than anything they have done in the previous time I have been in office."3
 Political scientists in the United States have approached the Soviet occupation

 with considerable knowledge of Soviet affairs and its successes in Eastern Europe
 but with a modest background in studies of Afghanistan. In their post-occupation
 writings, most political scientists have not adequately addressed the complex
 sociopolitical dynamics and mentality of Afghans outside the capital city of
 Kabul. As Mohammad Sharif, an Afghan Journalist, said: "Many political
 scientists in the West could not speak our languages and were unaware of the
 facts that except for a small number of socialist intellectuals and Soviet-trained
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 officials in the capital, the rest of the Afghan society remained very hostile
 toward the Soviets. An average Afghan views the Soviet Union as an expansion-
 ist empire committed to the destruction of Islam."4 Lying in the shadow of an
 expanding superpower, Afghans could not ignore the suppression of Central
 Asian and other Muslim neighbors by Tsarist and later Soviet forces. King
 Abdul Rahman Khan's famous warning to his successor in 1901, which became
 part of Afghan oral history, reflects the Afghan attitude toward Russians: "My
 last words to you, my son and successor, are: Never trust the Russians."

 Afghanistan was a remote country and until the Soviet invasion little was
 written on Afghanistan's recent internal dynamics and external relations. In the
 absence of field experience in Afghanistan, very few political scientists could
 analyze the independent tradition of Afghans, the role of Islam as an ideology,
 and the influence of mullahs (Muslim clergy), mawlawis (Muslim scholars), Sufi
 pirs (Muslim mystic leaders), sayyids (descendants of Prophet Muhammad), and
 local khans (chiefs) on the religious, social, and political life of Afghans at the
 grassroot level. As we will see in this article, a strong love of Islam, a long
 history of independence, and a tradition of fierce resistance to foreign invaders
 have presented major barriers against any narawa (illegitimate and intolerable)
 policy, as Afghans see it, whether implemented by the Soviets or by their own
 leaders.5

 In approaching the subject, it is worth mentioning that since the end of World
 War II historians, political scientists, and journalists have been debating whether
 the Soviets' behavior in international affairs, especially in the Third World
 regions, has been related to the Kremlin's revolutionary ideology and geopolitical
 objectives or to its reactions and responses to perceived dangers.6 A careful
 review of Soviet policy toward Afghanistan from its inception in 1919, and
 especially after Britain's retreat from India in 1947, reveals that the Kremlin's
 policies have been more than just reactions to dangers and threats. It often
 created opportunities and then capitalized on them; then, when the Kremlin ran
 out of options and could not adequately influence the direction of domestic
 developments and foreign policy of Afghanistan, it resorted to riskier measures.
 These risky policies have gradually escalated Soviet involvement in Afghanistan's
 domestic and foreign affairs. This article will attempt to address this thesis by
 focusing on the evolution of Soviet-Afghan relations in the postwar period and
 provide an assessment of the developments and policies that contributed to the
 initiation, maintenance, and eventual failure of these relations.

 The data presented in this paper are based on the author's field and library
 research and his experience while serving as Director General of International
 and Cultural Affairs at Kabul University from 1971 to 1974.

 I. SOVIET-AFGHAN RELATIONS, 1945-1953

 The present era of Soviet-Afghan relations originated in the changed circum-
 stances of the two countries at the end of World War I. From the start, the new
 Soviet government tried to eliminate, or at least weaken, British influence in
 Afghanistan, Iran, Turkey, and even India. As suggested by Lenin, a Soviet-
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 Afghan treaty of friendship was signed on September 13, 1920-to strengthen
 Soviet ties with the anti-British King of Afghanistan, Amanullah Khan-and
 offered Afghanistan military aid against England.7 Despite this friendship treaty,
 Afghanistan pursued its traditional bi-tarafi (nonaligned) policy.

 In the World War II era Afghanistan remained neutral, as it had been in
 World War I. In 1942-1943, diplomatic representation, which was requested by
 Afghan leaders in the 1920s and was repeatedly rejected by the U.S. State
 Department, was eventually established between Kabul and Washington. Ironi-
 cally, this new U.S. interest in Afghanistan was not based on long range pro-
 active security interests, but was rather motivated by U.S. desires to prepare the
 ground for alternative lend-lease transit routes to their newly found allies, the
 Soviet Union and China, against the German and Japanese offensives.8

 The world of 1945 was very different for both the Soviet Union and Afghani-
 stan. Germany, a partner in Afghan economic and industrial development pro-
 jects, had lost the war. The remote United States had emerged as the world's
 greatest power. The Soviet Union had not only survived the war, but had
 imposed its authority on Eastern Europe. Great Britain, a long time enemy of
 Afghanistan and arch rival of the U.S.S.R., wounded and weakened in the war,
 had come to the end of its empire in the region and was preparing to leave India
 forever.

 Afghans, who had fought three wars with the British (1838-1942, 1878-1880,
 and 1919), welcomed the end of British colonialism in South Asia. But they
 knew that despite their success in resisting foreign aggressions, the Tsarist/Soviet
 ambitions toward Afghanistan had been significantly thwarted by the presence of
 the jealous British Empire on its borders. Their fear of the Soviet threat was
 revived when, in 1945, Afghan leaders noticed that Soviet troops refused to
 withdraw from Iranian Azerbaijan and Kurdistan. However, at the time the
 Afghan leadership hoped that the power of Great Britain to act as a barrier
 against the expanding Soviet Union would be replaced by that of the United
 States. According to these leaders, the Soviet and American influences would
 balance and check each other. So the logical choice for Afghanistan was to
 pursue its traditional bi-tarafi policy without antagonizing its northern super-
 power neighbor.9

 In the late 1940s and early 1950s American loans and technical assistance were
 extended to Afghanistan in the areas of agriculture, education, highways and the
 purchase of American wheat; but a closer military arrangement between the two
 states was not possible. There were several reasons for this: (1) the Soviet-
 Afghan treaty of 1920 (updated in 1931), which prohibited alliances of both with
 third states that would be against the interests of one of the contracting parties
 was still in force; (2) territorial disputes between Afghanistan and Pakistan made
 the welding of these states in alliance with the United States impossible; (3) most
 important, Afghanistan had no desire to become involved in military pacts with
 the big powers if it could not be convinced that its security would be guaranteed.
 In the eyes of the Afghans, the presence and acknowledgment of limited Ameri-
 can influence, without a formal military alliance, was adequate to discourage
 pressures from the Soviet Union.
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 The departure of the British from South Asia, and the emergence of Pakistan
 as an independent state in 1947, revived disputes regarding the Afghan bound-
 aries and raised the issue of Pashtunistan, an area severed from Afghanistan by
 the British Empire in 1893. Examination of the Pashtunistan question is beyond
 the scope of this article, but it should be noted that this dispute, which has been
 ignored by many political scientists, influenced Afghanistan's future foreign
 relations with the Soviet Union, Pakistan, India, and the United States more
 than any other political or economic issue.

 By 1950, the Pashtunistan issue evolved into border clashes between Afghan
 and Pakistani army irregulars. The leaders of newly established Pakistan retali-
 ated by closing Pakistan's borders to Afghan transport. As a land-locked and
 fruit-exporting country, Afghanistan's market economy was endangered. It was
 at this crucial point that the Soviet Union took advantage of opportunities
 presented and exploited Afghanistan's short-sighted Pashtunistan policy by offer-
 ing economic and political assistance. On July 17, 1950, a Soviet-Afghan eco-
 nomic agreement was signed. The agreement provided for duty-free transit of
 Afghan products through Soviet territory and barter trade between the two
 countries. Although Pakistan opened its borders after three months, Afghan
 import-export business never completely returned to its pre-blockade pattern.
 Moreover, to create further opportunities for future Soviet influence in Afghani-
 stan, the Soviet Union strongly and publicly supported the Afghan position on
 the Pashtunistan issue.

 II. THE YEARS OF OPPORTUNITY FOR THE SOVIETS, 1953-1963

 In 1953, three developments coincided that fundamentally affected Afghani-
 stan's internal conditions and foreign relations: (1) the extension of the U.S.
 containment policy to the countries adjacent to Afghanistan; (2) the death of
 Stalin; and (3) a change of government in Afghanistan. The U.S. containment
 policy led to its military alliances with Turkey, Iraq, Iran, and Pakistan through
 CENTO and South East Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) pacts. The security
 interests of Afghanistan, which shared long borders with both Iran and Pakistan,
 were ignored, and the country was left isolated. After Stalin's death, Khrushchev
 initiated a number of major policy changes toward nonsocialist countries. Under
 the new leadership, Moscow's doctrinaire approach of "whoever is not with us is
 against us" was replaced by a pragmatic policy of "peaceful coexistence." The
 theory of the "inevitability" of war with capitalist societies was abandoned. At
 this time, Soviet foreign policy toward Afghanistan and other nonaligned
 countries grew more aggressive than before. On September 20, 1953, King Zahir
 Shah appointed his first cousin, Mohammad Daoud, as prime minister. As a
 former general, Daoud was a powerful and impatient leader with strong national-
 istic views. He wanted to pursue the Pashtunistan issue forcefully and to develop
 Afghanistan, using foreign aid, in a few decades without paying necessary
 attention to the side effects of these policies.

 In 1954, when Afghanistan and Pakistan were increasingly at odds over the
 question of Pashtunistan and tensions were growing between India and Pakistan
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 over the Kashmir dispute, the leadership of Pakistan decided to join the U.S.
 sponsored SEATO. The following year, Pakistan joined the Baghdad pact (later
 CENTO), thus becoming a key link in the chain of security pacts the United
 States was building to contain Soviet expansion. However, the United States'
 policy of containment in the region was flawed; it ignored the security interests
 of Afghanistan and overlooked the internal dynamics and political and economic
 motivations of Pakistan and Iran for joining the U.S. sponsored pacts.

 The United States proceeded to provide Pakistan and Iran with military and
 economic aid and repeatedly rejected Afghanistan's concerns about the military
 build-up of its neighbors. According to Leon Poullada, an American diplomat in
 Kabul, "[d]uring these crucial years, American diplomats in Kabul and those
 supervising Afghan affairs in Washington, with few exceptions, had little knowl-
 edge of the country and could hardly mumble more than a few words of bazaar
 Farsi."'? The actions of these ill-informed and inexperienced U.S. strategic
 planners, who did not take the local, national and regional disputes into account,
 aggravated regional rivalries and frustrated the needs and security of nonaligned
 Afghanistan in the region. The strengthening of Pakistan reduced the possibility
 that Pakistan would come to terms with her weaker neighbors. In fact, Pakistan,
 as a newly established country, regarded Afghanistan and India as more immedi-
 ate enemies than either the Soviet Union or the People's Republic of China.11 As
 it happened, Pakistan used American-supplied arms internally against Pashtuns
 and Baluchs and externally against Afghanistan and India in conflicts arising
 from border disputes.

 In 1955, border disputes led Pakistan to close once again the border that was
 serving as Afghanistan's trade link with the Indian Ocean. After the border was
 closed, Afghan leaders drifted into what the Afghans called the Soviet web. In
 the same year, when the government of the United States protested Pakistan's
 use of American planes and military equipment in the Bajuar fighting between
 Afghan and Pakistani irregulars, Ayub Khan, the President of Pakistan, rejected
 the protest in a public speech.12

 Thus, it was to an Afghanistan angry with the United States, dissatisfied with
 its own economic progress, and alarmed over the Pashtunistan situation, that
 Khrushchev and Bulganin went in December 1955 with their new policy of
 "peaceful coexistence." They granted a $100 million loan to Afghanistan on
 extremely favorable terms. This loan was the largest grant given by Moscow to
 any country other than allies. Moreover, the Soviet government promised to
 increase substantially its economic assistance to Afghanistan and to support the
 Afghan government on the Pashtunistan question.

 By backing Afghanistan on the Pashtunistan issue, the Soviet Union seemed
 more interested in weakening and destabilizing Pakistan, a pro-American country,
 than in supporting the legality of Afghanistan's claim: although advocating a
 plebiscite in Pashtunistan, the Soviet Union persistently opposed the holding of
 a plebiscite in Kashmir and sided wholeheartedly with the Indian position.13

 Finally, in 1956, Daoud accepted the offer of Soviet military aid in the amount
 of $32.4 million. This military aid to Afghanistan resulted in an orientation of
 the Afghan armed forces toward the Soviet Union. Russian became the technical
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 language of thousands of Soviet-trained officers. Each year between 250 and 300
 Soviet scholarships (each for six years) were offered to Afghan students for study
 in the Soviet Union. According to one source, the Soviet Union was offering
 close to 600 full scholarships each year to military and civilian students com-
 bined, but the Afghan government was reluctant to send more than 250-300
 students.14 Moreover, Soviet, Czech, and Bulgarian teachers and advisors became
 active inside Afghan military units. Afghan armed forces became dependent
 upon Soviet arms and Soviet and Eastern European advisors. By a conservative
 estimate, there were over 4,000 Soviet-trained military and paramilitary officers
 on duty by the time of the 1978 coup.

 Afghan scholars believe that the decision to accept Soviet military and civilian
 scholarships in large numbers was one of the most fateful choices ever made by
 the Afghan government. To make things worse, only second-rate high school
 graduates and the students from poor socioeconomic backgrounds were sent by
 the Afghan Government to the Soviet Union. Because of the popularity of
 European and U.S. education in Afghanistan, high level graduates were sent
 either to the West or were accepted at Afghan institutions of higher education.
 In the 1960s and early 1970s, the majority of the civilian students who went to
 the Soviet Union were those who could not pass entrance examinations at
 Afghan colleges. Most Afghan students preferred an institution of higher educa-
 tion in Afghanistan to accepting a Soviet scholarship.15 Furthermore, the Soviet-
 trained returnees were treated as second-rate personnel and were viewed with
 suspicion by both the Afghan elite and the religious figures. It was not surprising,
 therefore, that many underprivileged Soviet-trained military and civilian officers
 played crucial roles in the 1973 and in 1978 coups.

 Daoud, like many other nationalist Afghans, believed that the Kremlin would
 gain very little from its attempts at undermining Afghanistan, a tough and
 unruly country which had traditionally rejected foreign domination. As an
 Afghan general, Daoud might have read "Avganistan," written in 1921 by a
 Soviet General. In this book, the general advised against the occupation of
 Afghanistan: "The place is both worthless and exceedingly dangerous, it has no
 resources to speak of, and is inhabited by an uncultured, half-savage, but
 ferocious and warlike population, which though lacking in all elementary disci-
 pline will unite in the name of Islam against the outsider."'6 Daoud expressed his
 outlook in the following words: "Our whole life, our whole existence, revolves
 around one single focal point, freedom. Should we ever get the feeling that our
 freedom is in the slightest danger, from whatever quarter, then we should prefer
 to live on dry bread, or even starve, sooner than accept help that would restrict
 our freedom."'7 His judgment about his own countrymen proved to be true, but
 he failed to anticipate that one day the Soviets and some of their Afghan friends
 might behave differently.

 To most Afghan scholars and political observers, Moscow's political and
 strategic objectives in Afghanistan in the 1950s and 1960s were not much
 different from Soviet objectives in other weak countries in the 1930s and 1940s.
 They were, first, designed to prevent Afghanistan from establishing warm rela-
 tions with the West or its pro-West neighbors; second, to develop Afghanistan
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 economically and make it an example of the success of Soviet cooperation and
 assistance to Third World countries; third, to establish its presence in Afghanistan
 and control its economy and foreign policy; fourth, through Afghanistan, to
 intimidate and, if necessary, destabilize Pakistan and Iran. To support their
 argument, Afghan observers present some of the important Soviet foreign policy
 initiatives toward Afghanistan and the region. In 1919 Leon Trotsky, then
 Commissar of War, declared, "[t]he road to Paris and London lies through the
 towns of Afghanistan, the Punjab, and Bengal." Twenty years later, under the
 Hitler-Stalin pact of 1939, Hitler accepted Stalin's demand and gave the U.S.S.R.
 a free hand in the region. Five decades later, Khrushchev mentioned in his
 memoirs that "the highways Moscow built for Afghanistan in the 1950s were
 designed for Soviet military transport in the case of war with Iran or Pakistan."18

 When on September 6, 1961, after some border clashes, Pakistan closed its
 border for the third time in eleven years-this time for almost two years-
 Moscow once again promised an airlift of Afghanistan's perishable fruits and
 transit privileges. In addition, the Soviets offered a loan totaling $450 million for
 Afghanistan's second five-year plan. This was virtually the total amount needed
 for the plan. The Afghans understood the implications of this massive offer-
 that it would cost them their independence-and turned it down.19

 During the decade of Daoud's leadership (1953-1963), Afghanistan made
 progress in education, agriculture, health, public works, and, of course, military
 organization. However, a number of adverse consequences resulting from this
 progress were more serious than Daoud or the King could imagine. Daoud's
 modernization policies alienated the conservative and nationalist rural people on
 whom Afghan independence depended. Soviet influence in the Afghan armed
 forces reached a level that even Daoud himself, who returned in 1973 as dictator-
 president, could not change. This growing Soviet role in Afghanistan eventually
 cost Daoud and thousands of other Afghans (including Daoud's whole family)
 their lives, and Afghanistan its independence, some twenty-five years later.

 III. SOVIET-AFGHAN RELATIONS DURING THE CONSTITUTIONAL

 MONARCHY, 1964-1973

 On March 10, 1963, King Zahir Shah smoothly removed Daoud and assumed
 a more prominent role, hoping to lead Afghanistan from a dictatorship to a
 parliamentary monarchy and improve relations with Pakistan and Iran. On
 October 1, 1964, a new constitution approved by the Loya Jirgah, the grand
 national council, was signed by the King. It included many traditional democratic
 principles developed in the West: separation of powers, election by secret ballot,
 presumption of innocence by the court, and freedom of the press, to name a few.
 As in many other Muslim countries, the Shari'a was the supreme law in Afghani-
 stan, and religion and state were held to be inseparable.20

 In 1965, in anticipation of the advent of the parliamentary system, numerous
 political organizations sprang up in the capital city. The important organizations
 were: the Afghan Millat (Afghan Nation); the pro-Soviet People's Democratic
 Party of Afghanistan (PDPA); the pro-Chinese Shu'la-i-Jawed (Eternal Flame
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 Party); and the Hezbi Islami (Islamic Party). Of these parties, the Soviet-
 supported PDPA played the most active role during the parliamentary period
 (1964-1973) and in the 1978 overthrow of Daoud. The PDPA's strength did not
 lie in its membership or in its appeal to the religious and rural people of
 Afghanistan, but in its link to the Soviet Union and in its well-organized
 disinformation and intimidation tactics. These tactics were used against successive
 insecure and unstable Afghan governments, which were vulnerable to Soviet
 pressures. It should be kept in mind that outside Kabul the Afghan people
 remained hostile to the PDPA and its supporter, the Soviet Union. The Afghans
 condemned what they saw as their government's lack of courage in handling the
 Soviet fifth column in their country.

 Under its first General Secretary, Nur Mohammad Taraki, in 1965 the PDPA
 called for the concentration of all power in the hands of the working people. The
 PDPA's aims were Marxist, although Afghanistan was a predominantly rural
 Muslim country and lacked a working class to be mobilized by communist
 ideology. Most of the original members of the PDPA became presidents and
 prime ministers after the 1978 coup-Taraki, Amin, Babrak, and Keshtmand.

 In 1967, personality conflicts and linguistic and ethnic factors among members
 of the PDPA played stronger roles than did the imported Marxist ideology,
 causing the party to split into two factions that were never again fully reconciled.
 The Khalq faction, named after its newspaper, "The Masses," was led by Taraki
 and Amin, both future presidents. The Parcham faction, named after its news-
 paper, "The Banner," was led by Babrak Karmal, also a future president. The
 majority of Khalq members were Pashtuns and had originally come from the
 provinces. Parcham members were mostly Farsi-speaking Kabulis and the
 children of relatively privileged bureaucrats. Both factions were politically in-
 debted to Moscow. Some Afghan scholars agree with Bradsher's assessment that
 KGB agents encouraged, or even inspired, the split so that local communists
 would have one foot in both the royal and opposition camps and be able to
 benefit from whichever came out ahead in the long run.2

 By 1973, the experiment with a constitutional monarchy had failed to produce
 the expected results in the areas of economic development and social welfare.
 Between 1963 and the removal of the monarchy in 1973, five governments came
 and went. The elected parliament was dominated by conservative provincial and
 religious leaders dedicated to the preservation of Afghan traditions. What else
 could be expected in Afghanistan under free elections? When the illegal, small
 but highly organized pro-Soviet and pro-Chinese parties became vocal in
 Afghanistan and launched organized demonstrations in Kabul, the Islamic Party
 and other religious and nationalist circles challenged not only the small com-
 munist parties, but also questioned, in the Afghan and Muslim context, the
 legitimacy of the government which, in their view, allowed these murtads (apos-
 tates or backsliders) and mulhids (atheists) to function in a Muslim country in a
 cowardly manner. Religious and nationalist groups disapproved of the govern-
 ment's strong actions against their political activities, while the activities of pro-
 Soviet groups were not checked. The government's suppression of the Islamic
 Party and Muslim clergy further stiffened the resolve of the Islamic movement
 and increased the latter's popularity.
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 Moreover, the mysterious assassination of an anti-Soviet historian, Professor
 Mohammad 'Ali, and the brutal murder of an anti-Soviet newspaper publisher,
 Gahiz, and two members of his family in Kabul, further alienated Afghans from
 both the Afghan government and the Soviet Union. Gahiz had exposed sub-
 versive KGB activities in Afghanistan and the Middle East and had repeatedly
 called Afghan and Arab attention to the antireligious books and propaganda
 disseminated by the Soviet Union. The assassination was considered to have
 been deliberately brutal in order to terrorize potential anti-Soviet Afghans into
 silence. After this assassination, the Soviet Ambassador, Sergei Petrovich Kiktev,
 suddenly and unceremoniously left Kabul. Kiktev was identified as a KGB
 officer by both the Paris weekly, Valeurs Actuelles, and The Christian Science
 Monitor.22

 In the early 1970s, two anti-Soviet Afghan political parties stole the show
 from other parties; the fast growing Hezbi Islami (no doctrinal or practical
 connection with Iranian Islamic Parties) on the right and the relatively small but
 vocal pro-Chinese Shu'la-i-Jawed on the left. Khalq, Parcham, Afghan Millat,
 Setami Milli, and the Progressive Democratic Party were losing ground. Accord-
 ing to one source, the Soviet Union, as a mentor of the Khalq and Parcham
 factions, was pressuring Musa Shafiq-the last prime minister during the con-
 stitutional monarchy-to suppress the Islamic Party and Shu'la-i-Jawed; the
 prime minister, who was himself a sympathizer of the Islamic Party, ignored this

 23

 pressure.3
 In addition to these developments, which were not consistent with Soviet

 interests, Musa Shafiq was attempting to settle the differences between Afghani-
 stan and Pakistan over the issue of Pashtunistan on the one hand, and between

 Afghanistan and Iran over the issue of the Hilmand River on the other. Mean-
 while, the results of a devastating drought in 1972 compounded Afghanistan's
 problems and forced the country to diversify its sources of economic assistance
 and to seek stronger support from the United States, Arab countries, and Iran. It
 was under these circumstances that, on July 17, 1973, a military coup took place.
 Daoud returned to power and deposed King Zahir Shah. Most of the leaders of
 the coup that brought Daoud back to power were military officers trained in the
 Soviet Union: Pacha Gul, Faiz Mohammad, Mohammad Rafi, Abdul Qadir,
 Muhtat, Ghusudin, Watanjar, Mazdoryar, and Gulabzoi. As we will see later,
 many of the same officers played important roles in eliminating Daoud, his
 family, and his close associates in 1978 and in bringing the Soviet-supported
 Khalq-Parcham coalition to power.

 IV. DAOUD'S REPUBLIC: TOO INDEPENDENT TO BE TOLERATED

 BY THE SOVIET UNION

 Afghans who were familiar with the Afghan military establishment and the
 background of the coup leaders had no illusions about the Soviet approval of the
 1973 coup. By 1973, the Soviet advisors and Soviet-trained officers were in key
 positions in the Afghan army and air force. The military communication and
 intelligence branches were operating almost entirely under the close supervision
 of Soviet, East German, and Czech advisors. According to Afghan observers,
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 Daoud was brought in because he had some credentials for legitimacy. He was
 a former prime minister and a first cousin of the King. The pro-Soviet officers
 who launched the coup expected Daoud to become a figurehead.24 The Soviet
 Union immediately recognized the new government and increased their aid
 programs.25

 Less than a year after seizing power, the pro-Soviet officers in the Revolu-
 tionary Council and the five known Parchami ministers in the government
 became bolder and attempted to isolate Daoud. But Daoud was an experienced
 military officer, and, with the help of his old advisors, he outsmarted the less
 polished pro-Soviet officers who had brought him back to power. Daoud gradu-
 ally reduced the influence of pro-Soviet elements in his government by moving
 them from key government positions to less important ones. Pacha Gul, Muhtat,
 Faiz Mohammad, Jailani Bakhtary, Mohammad Rafi, Niamatulla Pazwak, and
 Hassan Sharq were among those who lost power. In the Afghan military only
 key officers were removed, and most of the junior Soviet-trained officers were
 not purged. Probably, they were not considered an immediate threat.

 To further prove to Afghans that the new government was not a Soviet
 puppet, Daoud took some steps which ran counter to Soviet interests in Afghani-
 stan. Ignored by many observers, the Daoud government approved a joint
 proposal by Kabul University and the Ministry of Planning to subject all
 potential candidates for Soviet scholarships to written tests administered jointly
 by Afghan and Soviet educators. Before 1973, all the interviews with hundreds of
 candidates had been conducted exclusively by Soviet experts who evaluated the
 recommendations and screening by Soviet advisors at different project sites in
 Afghanistan. Approving this proposal was not a simple decision for Daoud to
 make. The Soviets initially rejected and criticized the proposal, but after many
 lengthy negotiations, accepted a compromise solution involving both a written
 test and interviews.26 This strong stand by Daoud's government against the
 Soviet tests was the first assertive governmental move during nineteen years of
 Soviet educational assistance. Probably the most important domestic decision by
 Daoud that ran against the pro-Soviet elements in Afghanistan was the an-
 nouncement of his one-party republic. Under Daoud's guidance, the National
 Revolutionary Party became strongly nationalistic and suppressed all other
 ideologies and parties from the Left and the Right, including the Soviet-supported
 Khalq and Parcham factions.

 Meanwhile, in the international arena, Daoud took some serious steps that did
 not seem to be in line with Soviet foreign policy objectives in the region. By
 1975, with the mediation of the Shah of Iran, Kabul was making quiet over-
 tures to Pakistan to defuse the Pashtunistan problem. Furthermore, Afghan-
 Iranian relations were improving, giving rise to subsequent speculations that the
 Shah of Iran caused Daoud's doom by attempting to move Afghanistan from a
 Soviet-influenced neutrality to a real neutrality.27 Apparently, domestic, eco-
 nomic, and political factors were all crucial in persuading Daoud to diversify
 Afghanistan's sources of foreign aid; he approached both Iran and Saudi Arabia
 for economic assistance. All these developments seemed to run counter to
 Moscow's wishes.
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 While Iran was becoming the major source of Afghan foreign aid, by 1977
 Daoud's relations with the Kremlin and the pro-Soviet Parcham and Khalq
 factions had soured sufficiently to produce stormy criticism of Daoud's policies
 by Brezhnev.28 "Our relations with Daoud were never good," reported Vladimir
 Kuzichkin, a former KGB major. "He was keen to keep open his links with the
 West." According to Kuzichkin, Daoud did not wish to become too closely
 involved with the Soviet Union. "We had our first taste of things to come in
 1978, when Daoud turned against the Communists who had helped him to
 power."29

 Zinullah, an Afghan observer, noted: "Dissatisfied with Daoud's domestic and
 foreign policies, the Soviets pressured Parcham and Khalq into a reconciliation
 to form a stronger opposition."30 From Daoud's perspective the PDPA, with
 fewer than 5,000 members, was not a major threat. To him, and probably to the
 Soviets, the real irritant was the power of approximately 150,000 unhappy local
 leaders and mullahs and their millions of followers who resented secular and

 centralized policies in the country.31
 In June 1978, the Shah of Iran planned to go to Kabul and Daoud announced

 a trip to Washington to meet President Carter. The purpose of these trips
 seemed to be to build closer relations with other countries and to reduce

 dependence on the U.S.S.R. In April 1978, Daoud visited Saudi Arabia and, in a
 joint communique, criticized the Soviet actions in the Horn of Africa.32 After his
 return on April 17, 1978, a well-known Parcham ideologue, Mir Akbar Khyber,
 was killed. The assailant was not found. The funeral of Khyber catalyzed the by
 now widespread opposition to Daoud's modernization policies-ranging from
 Left to Right-and produced large demonstrations. On April 26, Daoud ordered
 the arrests of PDPA leaders-including Nur Mohammad Taraki, Hafizullah
 Amin, and Babrak Karmal, three future Soviet-supported presidents. According
 to Afghan writers, it was a fateful moment for both the Afghan government and
 the Afghan nation. As mentioned in the introduction of this article, by 1978 the
 Kremlin was running out of peaceful options to prevent the certain execution of
 these PDPA leaders by Daoud's police. This incident led the Soviets to take
 stronger measures in Afghanistan's domestic affairs.

 V. THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF AFGHANISTAN (DRA),
 1978-PRESENT

 "Let us grab political power and then we shall see "[Lenin].

 On the morning of April 27, as Daoud's cabinet was considering measures to
 deal with the crisis, all lines of military communication were jammed and pro-
 PDPA armored units attacked the presidential palace. Daoud's presidential
 guard unit, which numbered 2,000, fought almost to the last man. It was the
 precision air bombing of the government units which tipped the balance in favor
 of the putschists. The amazing competence displayed by the Soviet-supplied air
 force led Afghan and foreign observers to suggest that Soviet pilots were flying
 the planes.33 As one insider, a KGB defector, reported three years after the 1978
 coup:
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 Not only did he [Daoud] arrest the leaders of the Afghan Communist Party, but planned
 to execute them. The Afghan Communists were in a desperate position. They consulted
 the Soviet embassy in Kabul. Moscow quickly confirmed that we would support their
 proposed coup against Daoud. Just before it was too late, the Communist leaders ordered
 the coup-in fact, from their prison cells. The coup succeeded and Afghanistan went
 Communist.34

 Contrary to the claims of the PDPA and the Soviet Union, what really
 occurred was a coup, not a revolution, launched only in Kabul by elite Soviet
 trained military units (as Afghans would say, the Soviet fifth column in Kabul).
 The victors released the PDPA leaders from prison and turned power over to
 them. Thus, the pro-Soviet Democratic Republic of Afghanistan (DRA) was
 established. Afghans never had any doubts about the pro-Soviet nature of the
 people who had seized control.35 According to an Afghan journalist, "anyone
 who believed that Soviets were not involved in the 1978 coup, was either
 uninformed about the role of Soviets in the Afghan military or was confirming
 Lenin's assessment that there will always be useful idiots who would inadvertently
 support the Communist cause."36

 Moscow recognized Taraki's government almost immediately, even before
 other stunned foreign missions could establish telephone contact with the PDPA
 authorities.37 Moreover, while fighting continued in suburbs of the capital, the
 PDPA government signed twenty-five agreements with Comecon countries.
 Shortly after the coup, Fidel Castro paid his first visit to Kabul.38 The new
 leadership's Marxist credentials on the one hand, and its enormous economic,
 military, and political dependency on the Soviet Union on the other, revived the
 longstanding Islamic and Afghan animosity toward communism and its followers
 in Afghanistan. While the experts in the outside world were analyzing Soviet
 behavior in Afghanistan, and were busy revising their predictions of Soviet
 success, tensions inside the country rose rapidly. A former Afghan government
 official argues that "contrary to the expectations of the Soviet Union and the
 assessment of many Western experts, a quarter of a century of Soviet foreign aid
 had not erased Afghan memories of the Soviet suppression and expansion in
 Afghan Panjdeh, Central Asia, Caucasus, Azarbaijan, Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia,
 Finland, the Ukraine, Poland, Mongolia, etc."39

 According to Afghan analysts, Daoud's attempts to return Afghanistan to its
 traditional bi-tarafi policy could not pose any real threat to the Soviet Union.
 What displeased the Kremlin was its gradually diminishing ability to influence
 Afghanistan's internal and external relations, and its inability to turn Afghanistan
 into a satellite.40 Some Soviet advisors, in private discussions, did not hide their
 feelings about the Afghans as being ungrateful and unappreciative of the massive
 Soviet assistance to Afghanistan.41 Probably the embarrassing memories of losing
 influence over the Sudan, Egypt, and Somalia (three other Muslim countries)
 were still fresh in the minds of Soviet strategists. "Those of us who knew
 Afghanistan were convinced no harm would come out of that," said a Soviet
 defector. "We pointed out that despite all his slaughter, the tribes had accepted
 Daoud as a legitimate ruler. An openly communist regime would arouse hostility
 that would then be directed against the Soviet Union-but Mr. Brezhnev and his
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 colleagues brushed aside the vitally important warnings that the KGB was giving
 them-and disaster ensued."42

 At the beginning, the leadership of the new regime seemed to have become
 dizzy with their relatively easy success in the capital city, Kabul. This unexpected
 success, coupled with Soviet guarantees, distorted the PDPA's sense of Afghani-
 stan's history, religion, tradition, and geography. The period between the coup of
 April 27, 1978, and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan on December 27, 1979,
 shows that the leadership of the DRA lost its chances of beyat (legitimacy), in
 the Islamic and Afghan context, when it immediately invited in large numbers of
 Soviet advisors and started ambitious reforms, including the changing of the
 Islamic flag, land reforms, and socialist indoctrination classes. Moreover, the
 new regime quickly repressed potential and even imaginary opposition with
 midnight-to-dawn arrests and executions. All these measures ran against the
 religious, cultural, and economic practices of Afghans and encountered bitter
 resistance even from those who were supposed to be helped by the new regime.
 Among other factors, the pressure from the Mujahidin on the one hand, and the
 personality differences within the PDPA on the other, revived the Khalq-
 Parcham feud. With Taraki as President and Amin in charge of the political
 police, the Khalqi faction gained power and within only three months most
 Parchamis had been purged. Some of the top leaders of the Parcham were
 shipped to foreign-mostly Soviet Block-countries as ambassadors, while the
 less known but active Parchamis were either arrested or executed by their Khalqi
 "comrades." These purges inevitably weakened further the Soviet-supported
 leadership of the new regime.

 Lacking the necessary support inside Afghanistan, the Taraki-Amin govern-
 ment grew increasingly more dependent on Soviet support for its survival. While
 denying its role in Afghan affairs, Moscow signed a new Soviet-Afghan friend-
 ship treaty in December of 1978. It was this treaty that, a year later, the Soviets
 used to justify their invasion of Afghanistan. Article 8 of the treaty called on the
 two countries to facilitate "the creation of an effective security system in Asia."
 After this treaty was signed, the Soviets sent large numbers of weapons and
 military and civilian advisors into Afghanistan. By this time, a mosaic of resis-
 tance groups had established headquarters both inside Afghanistan and in Pakis-
 tan. While the resistance was gathering momentum, the government forces began
 to hemorrhage with desertions. A general uprising spread from the remote and
 mountainous province of Nuristan in the extreme east to all 28 of Afghanistan's
 provinces. An uprising in Herat in early March 1979 produced the first large-
 scale slaughter of Soviet advisors and Soviet-backed government soldiers. On
 March 18, Pravda supported the DRA's charges that Iran had sent several
 thousand soldiers, disguised as Afghans, to trigger an uprising.43 The indigenous
 uprising in Herat was conveniently blamed on international imperialism.

 After the Herat uprising, a Soviet military team headed by General Aleksey A.
 Yepishev-who had played a major role in the 1968 Soviet occupation of
 Czechoslovakia-visited Afghanistan. After this visit, all important military
 decisions were made by Soviet advisors.44 As 1979 advanced, the DRA's inability
 to suppress the popular uprising became more and more apparent. Mutinies
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 became common in military units. In some cases, entire government brigades
 went over to the Mujahidin, taking their equipment with them. At this point,
 General Ivan G. Pavlovskiy, commanding general of all Soviet ground forces,
 arrived in Kabul with a team of sixty-three officers (including eleven generals)
 who were to stay in Afghanistan for two months. The visit clearly indicated that
 they were engaged in serious and complex matters.45

 In September 1979, Taraki met with Brezhnev in Moscow. The details of this
 meeting remain a Kremlin secret, but it was reported that the Soviet leader
 successfully pressured Taraki into reconciling his differences with Babrak and
 reuniting the Khalq-Parcham factions.46 Babrak, who was living in Moscow at
 the time, was brought to meet Taraki and seal the reconciliation.47 It was a
 well-known fact in Afghanistan that without the removal of Amin (the archenemy
 of Babrak), the Khalq-Parcham reconciliation was impossible. Upon Taraki's
 return to Kabul on September 11, however, Amin acted first and removed
 Taraki. On September 16, the Kabul Times announced Taraki's retirement and
 the assumption of his titles by Amin.48 It is interesting to note that on September
 19, Brezhnev and Kosygin congratulated Amin as the new head of the DRA.49
 On October 10, the Kabul Times announced Taraki's death on its final page in
 only two sentences.50 Taraki was the second president of Afghanistan to be
 murdered by Soviet-backed communists. Amin himself had less than three
 months to wait before being killed by his Soviet comrades.

 Amin knew that in spite of Soviet congratulatory telegrams, his actions
 against Taraki and his attitude toward Babrak Karmal were not appreciated by
 Kremlin leaders.5' Recognizing his delicate position, Amin tried to broaden his
 base. He commuted death sentences, released thousands of prisoners, and con-
 vened a Loya Jirgah in an effort to include noncommunists in the government.
 He made contacts with Pakistan and urged President Zia to curb guerrilla
 operations active in Peshawar. But his actions came too late and Amin's fate was
 all but sealed. Western intelligence sources reported a call-up of Red Army
 reserves in Central Asia.52 By early December of 1979, the original Afghan
 armed forces of 100,000 had shrunk by more than half. At this time, 8,000 Soviet
 troops and 1,500 Soviet advisors were active in Afghanistan. After early De-
 cember 1979, Amin became a nonperson in the official Soviet media.53

 On November 28, Lieutenant General Viktor S. Paputin, first deputy minister
 of internal affairs of the Soviet Union, arrived in Kabul. It was reported that
 Paputin's real mission might have been to pressure Amin to step aside in favor of
 Babrak, to persuade Amin to invite the Soviet Union to send large numbers of
 troops into the country, or, if all else failed, to have Amin assassinated. Paputin
 seems to have failed in his mission, and his death on December 28 (on the second
 day of the invasion) led to speculation that he had committed suicide because of
 his failure.54 When indirect methods proved unsuccessful, the Soviets seemed
 ready to take drastic measures in order to get rid of Amin. By late 1979, the
 situation in Afghanistan was deteriorating rapidly and it seemed apparent that
 without a massive Soviet military involvement the pro-Soviet regime would
 disintegrate. In addition, it seems possible that the Kremlin may have feared a
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 more immediate danger; that, under enormous pressure, a desperate Amin
 might, like Daoud in his final years, turn elsewhere for foreign friends.

 While the Soviets were preparing to invade Afghanistan the international
 situation did not provide incentives for Soviet restraint. The Soviets were used to
 ignoring half-hearted Western reactions to Soviet intervention in Eastern Europe.
 It seemed that the Soviets did not expect their intervention in Afghanistan to
 significantly worsen major East-West relations. The United States was in the
 process of upgrading its nuclear arsenal, U.S.-Chinese relations were improving,
 and SALT II was facing difficulties in the U.S. Senate. Moreover, Soviet con-
 ventional superiority in Southwest Asia precluded effective counterintervention.
 The seizure of American hostages in Iran in November of 1979 provided one
 more convenient international distraction (as the Suez Crisis in 1956 and the
 peak of the Vietnam War in 1968 provided convenient international distractions
 for the Soviet invasions of Hungary and Czechoslovakia, respectively).

 VI. THE SOVIET INVASION AND THE INSTALLATION

 OF BABRAK KARMAL

 In late December 1979, Soviet military transport landed on Afghan airfields.
 According to Marshall Shulman, American intelligence thought that perhaps the
 Soviets were merely carrying out a military exercise. When they discovered that
 five and a half Soviet divisions were involved, they learned the Soviets were
 preparing to invade Afghanistan. They also concluded that it was not a move to
 help Amin, but one more like the invasions of Hungary and Czechoslovakia.55
 During the night of December 27, a specially trained Soviet unit attacked Amin's
 palace.56 Amin's loyal guards fought fiercely and inflicted heavy casualties on the
 Soviet assault troops but eventually were defeated. Amin and many of his family
 members were killed. Whatever Amin's other pro-Soviet characteristics, he re-
 fused to invite in the massive Soviet forces that would have legalized the
 invasion.

 It was after the Soviets had killed Amin and seized Kabul that Babrak

 Karmal, who arrived with the Soviet forces, was made president. Karmal pro-
 claimed an end to "the bloody apparatus of Amin as an instrument of American
 imperialism" and appealed for Soviet aid, by which time four Soviet divisions
 were already on Afghan soil.57

 Karmal attempted to lessen the government's problems by showing respect for
 Islam, releasing political prisoners, and including Khalqis as well as a few
 noncommunists in the new government. These efforts to create a broad base for
 the Soviet-installed government met with no success. Even the Khalq-Parcham
 feud was beyond repair. In response to fierce resistance by the Mujahidin and
 unexpected mass desertions by government troops, within a month the number
 of Soviet troops rose to 85,000 and then to 105,000. Frustrated by the unexpected
 effectiveness of Afghan guerrilla attacks and the popularity of resistance groups
 among Afghans, the Soviet troops quickly abandoned the policy of "winning
 hearts and minds," and began to terrorize the population into submission. The
 dimensions of the Soviet-Afghan conflict can be understood by the fact that
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 over four million Afghans left their country and became refugees in Pakistan
 and Iran. However, saturation bombings and mass dislocations only stiffened the
 anti-Soviet insurgency and solidified resistance groups whose Islamic faith and
 Afghan tradition preaches salvation through jihad.

 VII. DISCUSSION OF THE SOVIET INVASION AND ITS BACKGROUND

 Soviet Views

 The Kremlin justified the invasion of Afghanistan on the grounds that it
 responded to the request of the DRA's government on December 28, under
 Article 4 of the Soviet-DRA treaty of 1978 to repel outside armed intervention.
 "Socialist internationalism obliged us to help the Afghan people defend the April
 Revolution's gains," declared Victor V. Grishin, a Politburo member.58 Not only
 Afghan scholars, but all informed analysts reject this explanation because there
 was no evidence of Amin's request for aid nor was there any threat of U.S.,
 Chinese, or Pakistani intervention in Afghanistan. The official Soviet rationale
 for the invasion was strikingly similar to its explanations of the invasion of
 Hungary in 1956 and the invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968. However, even
 accommodationists would be forced to raise at least four questions: (1) Who
 invited the Soviets? (2) Why did Soviet forces occupy Kabul on December 27
 when the invitation had come on December 28 after the installment of Babrak by
 Soviet troops? (3) Why were the Soviets supporting Amin up to the last moment
 if he was a tyrant and a CIA agent? (4) Were there really armed American,
 Chinese, or Pakistani mercenaries inside Afghanistan as claimed by the Soviets?
 To date, no proof of Amin's invitation or of any external attacks on Afghanistan
 have been offered by the Soviets.

 Views of Non-Afghan Writers

 A list of reasons for the Soviet invasion mentioned in various works would

 look like this: A deep-seated Russian/Soviet concern about secure borders; the
 emergence of hard-line elements in the Kremlin and their perception of a
 "correlation of forces shifting in their direction"; the need to maintain a credible
 presence in Southwest Asia; a fear that Amin would be replaced by conservative
 Muslims; Soviet defensive concern about a spillover into Soviet Muslim Repub-
 lics; a fear that China and the United States would exploit a Soviet setback;
 frustration over relations with the U.S. and the shelving of SALT II; a manifesta-
 tion of traditional Russian imperialism; a necessary step toward eventual acquisi-
 tion of warm water ports; and, finally, a decision not to abandon a progressive
 movement to reactionaries. Whatever the controlling factors for the Kremlin,
 Brezhnev was right when he stated on January 12, 1980, that "it was no simple
 decision."59

 Afghan Views

 Most Afghan political observers, commentators, and former government
 officials disagree with those analysts who maintain that Soviet intervention in
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 Afghanistan was a defensive act against foreign designs. To Afghans, who have
 lost large amounts of territory to Russia in the past, the whole history of their
 northern neighbor-whether Muscovite, Czarist or Soviet-is one of expansion-
 ism. From the day they overthrew the Tatar yoke in 1480, the Russians have
 forcefully subjugated numerous countries and nationalities. The Bolsheviks con-
 tinued the efforts of their Czarist predecessors to dominate their weaker neigh-
 bors. While understanding Soviet paranoia about the security of its expanded
 territory, Afghans argue that this Soviet insecurity has been translated into very
 aggressive policies toward its weak and defenseless neighbors.60 It is often argued
 that, in Moscow's view, the best way to make its "sacred borders" secure is to
 have Soviet soldiers on both sides of the border, or, if possible, annex border
 areas as it did in the Baltic States, the Ukraine, the Caucasus, and Central Asia.
 Another good way to defend Soviet interests is to set up communist dictator-
 ships in neighboring countries and force them into stationing Soviet troops
 there, as has been done in Outer Mongolia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
 and, now, Afghanistan. Some Afghans have raised the question, "what would
 happen if all major powers were to pursue the same kind of defensive policies
 pursued by the Soviets?"

 From an Afghan perspective, in the local and domestic context it could be
 argued that the important reasons behind Soviet involvement in Afghanistan
 during the last ten years were a combination of the following closely-related
 factors:

 1. During the ten years before the invasion, both the Soviets and their Afghan friends
 observed that after twenty years of Soviet economic assistance and political invest-
 ment, the Afghan people showed no sign of moving in the direction of becoming a
 Soviet satellite society. Instead, most educated and nationalist Afghans were getting
 tired of Soviet manipulative policies. They resented Soviet strongman policies of
 preventing Afghanistan from solving its disputes with Iran and Pakistan. Neverthe-
 less, in spite of popular Afghan hatred of the Soviets, Afghan leaders did not take
 actions that could pose real harm to the Soviet Union.

 In the opinion of most informed Afghans interviewed by this author, the inde-
 pendent policies adopted by Zahir, and later by Daoud, in the direction of a
 balanced neutrality and the improvement of friendly relations with Pakistan and
 Iran were viewed by the Soviet Union as deviationism. It seems the Soviets could
 not face the reality that their economic and political policies were failing in Afghani-
 stan-as evidenced by increasing Soviet aid costs and declining political returns.61

 2. Afghanistan as a nonaligned country seemed a defenseless target and the Soviets
 knew that Western leaders had not attached much importance to Afghanistan in their
 security calculations. Iran and Pakistan are important to the West because they have
 outlets to the Gulf and to the Indian Ocean. Based on past experience, it could have
 been concluded by Soviet strategists that, in the case of a Soviet move in Afghani-
 stan, the reaction of the United States and its allies would not be significant. Also, it
 is possible that the Soviets perceived the Carter administration as the least forceful,
 least capable, and least credible of any U.S. administration since World War II.

 3. It was becoming increasingly clear to the Kremlin that it was impossible for the
 PDPA regime to broaden its base and earn beyat in Afghanistan. With the PDPA
 dictatorship on the verge of disintegration, to permit Amin to continue was to allow
 the strong possibility of a success by the Mujahidin. Quite possibly, the Kremlin may
 have seen that a desperate Amin might strike some arrangements with Pakistan or
 negotiate with the Mujahidin.62 In view of the reasons mentioned previously, under
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 the Brezhnev Doctrine, the Soviet Union gave itself the right to intervene. And once
 a country becomes communist, it must remain communist. There can be no retreat.

 4. In planning the invasion, the Soviets might have reasoned that the scattered, un-
 coordinated, poorly armed "bandits" (the Soviet term for members of the Afghan
 resistance) would be easily defeated by a massive and well-equipped military inter-
 vention. This underestimation of the Afghan resistance was a gross miscalculation.
 In a country where research has long been guided by ideology and party views, it
 seems likely that a distorted version of the realities in Afghanistan might have been
 reported to the top level decision-makers in Moscow. Prior to the Soviet invasion,
 only a small percentage of the Afghans had actively resisted the pacification efforts
 of the Soviet-advised Afghan army. As soon as Soviet forces entered Afghanistan,
 however, a civil war among Afghans became overnight a national war for the
 liberation of Afghanistan from foreign occupation. Guerrilla fighters assumed the
 respected titles of the mujahid, shahid, and ghazi. Against all odds, and despite nine
 years of fighting, almost one million civilian and guerrilla casualties, the flight of
 four million refugees and about two million displaced Afghans inside Afghanistan,
 the uncoordinated Mujahidin have surprised not only the Russians, but also many
 political observers in the United States. The killing and terrorization of Afghan
 women and children in Afghanistan worked to the disadvantage of the Soviets.
 Most Afghans viewed these acts as further proof of Soviet atheistic policies toward
 Muslims. This was why Afghans believed that the Soviets were intent on their total
 destruction rather than merely their subjugation.

 Afghan analysts believe that in suppressing Eastern Europe and Central Asia, the
 Soviets did not encounter such fierce opposition. Thus, any Soviet policy change
 toward Afghanistan, should be regarded primarily as the result of a tough and
 unexpected resistance by Afghans.

 CONCLUSION

 Those familiar with Afghan history, religion, and socioeconomic conditions
 knew from the beginning that no socialist, let alone communist, government
 could survive in Afghanistan without massive outside support.
 A majority of Afghans, including all Mujahidin groups, believe that no matter

 what the odds or setbacks, they can eventually force the nonbelievers to with-
 draw from Afghanistan. They argue that Afghanistan never was, nor ever will
 be, an easy country to be digested by outsiders. In their view, God is on the
 Afghan side because they are fighting a just and noble jihad. Truth and justice
 will eventually prevail. Afghans are simply fulfilling their Islamic duty of defend-
 ing themselves against atheistic aggressors. They follow the Qur'anic teachings
 of Islam, "Do not accept the orders of infidels.... Fight in the cause of God
 those who fight you .. And fight them on until there is no more tumult or
 oppression, and there prevail justice and faith in God; but if they cease, let there
 be no hostility except to those who practice oppression."63 Whether dead or alive
 a mujahid is a victor and closer to God. This view, a state of mind really, which
 is hardly understood by outsiders, has played and still plays a significant role in
 the Afghan resistance.
 After eight years of occupation, the murder of two pro-Soviet presidents by

 their comrades, and the replacement of Babrak Karmal by Najibullah in May
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 1986, Soviet soldiers and airmen still confront the stubborn and elusive Mujahi-
 din in a war with no end in sight. This unexpected and fierce resistance by the
 Afghans has forced many Soviet and East European experts in the West to revise
 their models and predictions about the likelihood of total Soviet success in
 Afghanistan. With only modest outside assistance, the Mujahidin have been
 holding their own at a very high cost to the Russians and can be expected to
 maintain their resistance for many more years; probably longer than the Turki-
 stani Jihad, which lasted for sixteen years in the 1920s and 1930s.64

 Building up the pro-Soviet Afghan army and introducing 120,000 Soviet
 troops were not nearly enough to pacify the resistance. Only a very large number
 of Soviet forces (probably half a million) would have a great impact on the
 stalemate, but this could not be done without provoking a serious reaction from
 the West and the Muslim community. According to most Afghan, Pakistani, and
 Middle East experts, the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan lowered its prestige
 and influence in the Third World, especially in the Middle East. Since 1987, even
 the Soviet press has begun printing letters questioning the justification of Soviet
 troops in Afghanistan. On December 26, 1987, policemen in Moscow and
 Leningrad arrested 16 people protesting the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan on
 the eve of the eighth anniversary of the occupation.65 The occupation's diplo-
 matic cost was reflected in November's 123-to-19 vote in the U.N. General

 Assembly demanding withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan.
 So far, the Soviets have relied mainly on air power to compensate for the

 mobility they have lost on the ground. Recently, the Mujahidin have been
 supplied by the U.S. with Stinger missiles. These ground-to-air missiles have
 reduced the effectiveness of Soviet air power significantly. As a result, the Soviet
 ground forces have been deprived of strong air protection against Mujahidin
 attacks.

 Finally, a look at the views and conclusions drawn by three Mujahidin leaders
 about the situation in Afghanistan leaves little doubt about Afghan resolution.
 Abdul Rahim, a young Mujahid, has said, "The Soviets are doing what they
 argue is right for Afghanistan. As part of their international duty they feel
 obliged to bring success to their communist puppets. To the Soviet leaders it is
 not important to ask whether their puppets are accepted in a predominantly
 Muslim country or not. By the same token we Afghans do what we are supposed
 to do: to defend ourselves, our religion and our country." He added, "They have
 their ideological justification for expansion and we have our ideological justifica-
 tion for defending ourselves. But the world should know one thing: that they are
 the aggressors and savages and we are the defenders of freedom and human
 dignity."66 Abdul Haq, a general commander of the Mujahidin in the Kabul
 area, summed up the situation: "The Arabs share our religion, but they are busy
 with the Palestine and Israeli problems and the war between Iran and Iraq. The
 Western countries are far away and have different languages, cultures and
 systems of government. So there is no one really behind us. No matter. If
 someone helps us, we say yes and take the help. If someone does not help we do
 not care. We will do what we should do."67 One other young Mujahid said, "If
 only one Mujahid is left alive, we will keep on fighting."68 In short, most of the
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 Mujahidin representatives interviewed by this author argued that their war
 against the Soviets has been a classic Afghan guerrilla war. Being accustomed to
 patience, the important question to them is who can hold out longest against the
 other. In the tradition of true guerrillas, they believe they are winning because
 after nine years they are still fighting fiercely against the forces of a superpower.

 Afghan scholars and former government officials believe that the Soviet policy
 planners who formulated and executed the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan failed
 to assess the reactions of Afghans. As postinvasion developments have revealed,
 Soviet policymakers lacked the training to predict the consequences of their
 policies in Afghanistan at local, domestic, and regional levels. These scholars and
 former Afghan officials argue that:

 1. The Soviets and the PDPA members overestimated the unity and power base of
 their Afghan friends and the willingness of the Afghan army to remain loyal to the
 Soviet installed government.

 2. They underestimated the tradition of beyat in the Afghan and Muslim context and
 the upsurge of Afghan and Muslim resistance groups who proved to be willing to die
 rather than surrender to the Soviets.

 3. They underestimated the reaction of the international community, especially the
 United States, China, and the Muslim countries, to the invasion. The Soviets, like
 the Americans in Vietnam (although the analogy should not be taken too far), have
 reached the point where the political and strategic costs of both withdrawing from
 and staying in Afghanistan have become too high.

 For the past nine years, the Afghan people and Soviet conscripts have suffered
 a brutal war that brought with it death, dislocation, and destruction. The
 international community, through the United Nations, has long sought to remove
 the cause of this stalemate. After some 50,000 Soviet casualties (deaths and
 serious injuries), and the expenditure of over $25 billion, the Soviet Union has
 shown a willingness to withdraw its forces from Afghanistan. This reversal of the
 Soviet position reflects the determination of the Afghan people, who have paid a
 heavy price for their independence, and the strong political reaction of almost all
 noncommunist countries toward the occupation of Afghanistan.

 The current developments in Afghanistan can be considered one more con-
 firmation (Iran and Lebanon are the other recent cases) of the fact that in today's
 interdependent and complicated world a little understood victim can embarrass a
 superpower if it chooses to fight back. Under current global conditions, it is not
 enough for scholars, policy makers, and military strategists of major countries to
 spend significant resources on developing elaborate models about the capabilities
 and behavior of strong powers if they remain underprepared to interpret or
 forecast developments in some specific Third World regions at local, national,
 regional, and international levels. Quite often, it is in these Third World countries
 that superpower miscalculations contribute substantially to the polarization of
 regional politics and increase the risk of confrontation between the major powers
 themselves.

 It is safe to say that any foreign policy, peace initiative, or security calculation
 made without a careful evaluation of local, national, regional, and international
 realities in an area, can end in either failure or disaster. The politics of a Third
 World country or region should be understood in terms of the perspectives and
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 priorities of the states themselves. Whatever the outcome of the stalemate in
 Afghanistan, its results will have a significant impact on future Soviet strategy,
 superpower relations, regional security, and the internal and foreign relations of
 Afghanistan's neighbors.

 As the Soviets retreat, many Western writers and officials worry that Afghan
 Muslim fundamentalists will seek to form a United Islamic front with Iran. Most

 Afghan experts do not think this is a strong possibility and argue that Afghani-
 stan's history of weak central governments, its moderate Sunni tradition, and
 tribal makeup ensure that the country will never be a second Iran. The model for
 a future Afghan regime will be chosen by Afghans themselves and, naturally, will
 be far from that of Western democracy. As the British learned in the 19th and
 20th centuries, so too have the Soviets in the 1980s learned, too much meddling
 in Afghanistan's affairs invites disaster.

 MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES CENTER

 THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

 NOTES

 Author's note: The manuscript of this article was accepted by IJMES in August of 1988.
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